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Welcome to Hob Green Primary 
School

Hello, my name is Mrs Amy Humphreys and I 
am delighted to be Hob Green’s Assistant 
Headteacher, Special Educational Needs Co-
Ordinator (SENCo), Inclusion and Speech and 
Language Base (SLB) Lead. I work with 
children, teachers, parents/ carers and 
agencies to ensure that the needs of our pupils 
are met and that every child is able to achieve 
the very best they can. If you have a concern 
about your child, I would welcome you to come 
and speak to me, your child’s class teacher or 
our Pastoral Lead Miss Rebecca Ryland.

01384 210288

ahumphreys@hobgreen.drbignitemat.org

https://www.hob-green.dudley.sch.uk Return to the Start
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What are the kinds of Special Education 
Needs and/ or Disabilities (SEND) we cater 

for?

As an inclusive school, we educate children with varying 
levels of SEND. We welcome all children and provide 
additional provision for a range of needs. These are 

identified using the four broad areas of need. 

Communication & Interaction (C&I) Cognition & Learning (C&L)

Social, Emotional & Mental Health 
(SEMH) Physical & Sensory (P&S)

Click each area of need to find out how we support our pupils at Hob Green. 
Return to the Start



Communication & Interaction

(C&I)
What it may look like Resources we may use Services that may support

• Difficulties with speech, language 
and communication which make 
it difficult for them to make 
sense of language.

• Difficulties with speech, language 
and communication which make 
it difficult for them to be able to, 
and understand how to, 
communicate effectively and 
appropriately with others. 

• Diagnoses of ASC (Autistic 
Spectrum Condition), Asperger’s, 
with associated communication 
difficulties. 

Now and Next boards.

Colourful Semantics. 

• Speech and Language 
Therapy Services (SALT).

• Educational Psychology 
Service (EPS).

• Autism Outreach Service 
(AOS).
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Back to start

Cognition and Learning
C&L

What it may look like Resources we may use Services that may support

• Learning at a slower pace than 
others their age.

• Difficulty in understanding parts 
of the curriculum.

• Difficulties with organisation 
and memory skills.

• A specific difficulty impacting a 
specific part of their learning 
performance for example, 
dyslexia. 

Coloured overlays.

Talking tins.

• Learning Support Service 
(LSS).

• Educational Psychology 
Service (EPS)
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Social, Emotional and Mental Health
(SEMH)

What it may look like Resources we may use Services that may support

• Difficulty managing their 
relationships with other people.

• Withdrawn, or behave in ways that 
may hinder their and other 
children's learning.

• Demonstrate difficulties with their 
health and/or wellbeing.

• Difficulty understanding or 
regulating their emotions (e.g. 
anxiety, anger)

• A diagnosis of ADHD (Attention 
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder). 

Social skills group. 

Emotions cards. 

• Educational Psychology 
Service (EPS).

• Child and Adolescent 
Mental Health Service 
(CAMHS). 

• Dudley Counselling 
Services.

• Sycamore Behaviour 
Outreach Team. 

All of our teaching staff have had Team Teach training, which allows us to understand how to de-escalate situations.
Our behaviour policy is underpinned by a restorative approach that supports children in making the right choices. This
is consistent across the school. Click here to read the Behaviour Policy.
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Physical and/or Sensory
(P&S)

What it may look like Resources we may use Services that may support

• Have visual and/or hearing 
impairments.

• Have a physical need that means 
they must have additional 
ongoing support and equipment.

• Have difficulties with sensory 
processing.

• Be under-sensitive or over-
sensitive in any of the 5 areas: 
proprioception, vestibular, 
auditory, oral sensory and tactile. 

Sound systems. 

Air cushion. 

• Visual Impairment Service 
(VIS).

• Hearing Impairment 
Service (HIS)

• Physical Impairment and 
Medical Inclusion Services 
(PIMIS)

• Occupational Therapy 
(OT)

• School Health Advisor 
(SHA)
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What kinds of needs do we 
currently have at Hob Green?

72%

13%

5%

5%
3%2%

BROAD AREA OF NEED (INC. SLB)

C&I C&L SEMH P&S OTH NSA

54%

22%

8%

8%

5% 3%

BROAD AREA OF NEED 
(WITHOUT SLB)

C&I C&L SEMH P&S OTH NSA

At Hob Green, we support children with a range of needs. Our most prominent need is 
Communication & Interaction. Our Speech and Language Base pupils make up for a high 
proportion of this need. However, across the mainstream school, communication and 
interaction is also the greatest area of need. 



As a school we are happy to discuss individual access requirements. Facilities
we have at present include:

• Individual entrance which separates the staff car park and leads onto a flat
spacious main entrance with good wheelchair access into the school building.

• Separate toilet for disabled users, toilet adapted for disabled users.
• All of the ground floor is fully accessible to wheelchair users.
• We are actively planning further improvements to make the school more

accessible and have an up-to-date Accessibility Plan. Please refer to our
Accessibility Plan for more information.

Accessibility

Return to the Start
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Rainbow Room & Safe Spaces
Some of our children need opportunities to regulate outside of a classroom 
environment. Across our school, we have created some spaces to support the 
children with doing this. 



Early identification is key to ensuring pupil needs are
met and through effective partnerships and
collaboration with parents and external agencies, we
are able to identify individual needs early, enabling
pupils to access a level of support that is in line with
their level of need.

A four-part cycle, known as the graduated approach is
used to support with the identification of pupils with
SEND. This starts at whole-school level with teachers
monitoring the progress of the all pupils in their class.

How do we identify children 
with SEND?

If a teacher is concerned about the progress of one of their 
pupils, they follow the SEND Referral Pathway.

Click the Cycle to find out more about each part of the 
cycle

Return to the Start

https://drbignitemat-my.sharepoint.com/personal/ahumphreys_hobgreen_drbignitemat_org/Documents/SEND/Cause%20for%20Concern/SEND%20Referral%20Pathway.pdf


Identification
We use our ‘wave’ system to help us identify children who need extra support. This looks at 
how many terms or months behind a child is in comparison to an average child with the 
same age. 



When identifying potential SEND, discussions are held with both the pupil and their 
parents/ carers. The purpose of these discussions will be to:
• Listen to all concerns from all of those involved with the child, including the child.
• To establish a good understanding of the pupil’s strengths and difficulties.
• Agree on outcomes and next steps and how these can best be supported.

If your child has been identified with needing additional support, an Individual Support Plan
may be produced in collaboration with you, your child and your child’s class teacher.

Reports produced by specialist services, such as Autism Outreach Service, will be shared and 
opportunities to discuss these will be available. 

All staff, parents and pupils have access to a copy of Individual Support Plans and relevant 
reports in the classroom. The plans and reports identify how your child should be helped to
succeed and make progress.

Individual Support Plans are reviewed termly. 

Identification

Return to the Start



We recognise that some of our pupils may have more complex needs and therefore, may need to
undergo a Statutory Assessment Process in the form of requesting an Education, Health and Care Plan
(EHCP). These requests can be made by school or by parents.

The application for an Education, Health and Care Plans (EHCPs) will combine information from a variety 
of sources including:  
• Parents

• Teachers

• SENDCO

• Social Care

• Health professionals

• External providers e.g. Speech and Language Service, Education Psychology 

Information will be gathered relating to the current provision provided, action points that have been taken, 
and the preliminary outcomes of targets set. A decision will be made by a group of people from education, 
health and social care about whether the child is eligible for an EHC Plan. Parents have the right to appeal 
against a decision not to initiate a statutory assessment leading to an EHC Plan. Further information on the 
statutory assessment process can be find on the Department for Education website. 

Identification

Return to the Start
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We believe that parent-school partnership is key to supporting the needs of 
our pupils so we value your input at each stage of our SEND referral pathway. 

Parents/ carers or 
teacher raises a concern 
about the progress of a

child.
Discussion with 

parents/teacher/SENCo  
takes place.

Class teacher leads on 
setting outcomes and 

providing interventions 
that target specific 

difficulties. 

Concerns are 
addressed.

Continued progress 
to be monitored.

Outcomes are assessed 
and reviewed with 
parents, child and 
class teacher.
What’s worked well?

What still needs to be 
worked on?

Assessments are carried 
out to monitor and track 

the impact of interventions.

Possibility of external 
agency support is 

discussed with parents/ 
carers.  Pupil voice is 

completed.

An Individual support Plan 
(ISP) is created in 
collaboration with 
parents, external 
agencies, class teacher 
and pupils. 

Working in Partnership

Return to the Start



Staff Training
All staff receive regular training relating to SEND that is timely and relevant to the needs of the pupils in 
our school. We are committed to ensuring that all staff have up-to-date knowledge of how to support 
pupils with SEND. These training sessions form part of our weekly staff meetings involving teachers 
and teaching assistants, with some sessions being run by specialist services such as, the Autism 
Outreach Service. 

Monitoring
We continually monitor the effectiveness of the provision we make for our pupils with SEND. Our
monitoring cycle involves:
• Tracking pupil progress to ensure the gap is narrowing between pupils with SEND and pupils without.
• Reviewing individual pupil targets termly, ensuring they are being met.
• Obtaining verbal feedback from the child, the parent and teacher to build a wider picture.
• Monitoring of interventions to ensure they are making an impact.
• Regular learning walks are completed to ensure there is a whole-school approach to supporting

children with additional needs.
• The SENDCo reports to the Head Teacher and members of the Trust regularly to inform them about

the progress of children with SEND and how resources are being used. Information provided will
never name individual children in order to maintain confidentiality at all times.

Effective Teaching and Learning
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Staff Training continued.

Effective Teaching and Learning

Return to the Start

Training Undertaken Planned Training/ Priorities for Training

Emotion Coaching and Attachment Awareness (Educational 
Psychologist) - – All teaching staff. 
Colourful Semantics (SENDCo) – All teaching staff. 
Team Teach (Behaviour Support and Training) – All staff.  
Positive Behaviour Management (Sycamore Centre) – All staff. 
Precision Teaching (Educational Psychology) – All TAs.
Visual Impairments (Visual Impairment Service) – 1:1 TA. 
National Award for Special Educational Needs (University of 
Worcestershire) – SENDCo. 
Four Areas of Need (SENDCo) – All teaching staff. 
Assessing pupils with SEND (SENDCo) – All teaching staff. 

Makaton Signing.
Autism Awareness.
Quality First Teaching. 

Staff training needs are reviewed regularly. If additional, unplanned training is required we 
endeavour to ensure staff are trained. 



Assessment
Teaching and support staff accurately assess the level children are working at and
differentiate the curriculum according to their needs.

We use a range of criteria and evidence to help us identify the level children are
working at. This might include:

Ø Checking the words children can read and spell independently – phonics assessments.
Ø Moderating writing together.
Ø Making observations.
Ø Use of the Accelerated Reading Programme.
Ø Use of tests, where appropriate.
Ø Use of the Continuum Assessment Tool to track the progress of pupils, who are 

working well below age related expectations. 

This helps teachers to plan work for all children to make progress. The work will be
appropriately scaffolded, so that all children are fully included and can make progress.

Effective Teaching and Learning

Return to the Start



• All our pupils access a broad and balanced curriculum. Teachers plan to 
meet the needs of the children, differentiating work to closely match their
ability and learning needs.

• Children with SEND may be provided with relevant resources, support time 
and an individualised support plan to support their specific needs. This 
might include the use of visual timetables, writing slopes or communication 
aids.

• Adaptations may also be made to the learning environment where needed, 
in order to help fit the needs of some children. Examples of this may 
include the use of hearing systems being installed for those pupils who 
have a hearing impairment. 

• The class teacher will work closely alongside the SENDCo and external 
agencies to ensure all aspects of the curriculum are accessible for every 
child. 

Effective Teaching and Learning
Curriculum Adaptations and Resources:

Return to the Start



As an inclusive school, we will always ensure that children with additional needs are able to take part in 
every part of our curriculum offer. This includes school trips, social events and after school clubs.

Our school curriculum includes trips to enrich the experiences children have. Our risk assessments are
inclusive of SEND children. One to one adult support is provided, should this be required and individual 
risk assessments are generated, if necessary. 

Parents are consulted regarding specific needs, including those children with medical needs, so that all 
children have a safe and enjoyable experience.

All children participate in their class assemblies and other performances, such as musical 
productions.

Effective Teaching and Learning 
Extra-Curricular Activities:

Return to the Start



All children moving from one phase to another participate in a transition process where they spend 
time with their new teacher. Part of this transition process involves meetings between members of 
staff so that key information about individual children can be shared. 

Where appropriate, additional transition plans are put in place for pupils with SEND. This may be 
through the use of a transition book or a social story, detailing their new classroom teacher with 
photographs to take home. 

If your child is at Nursery School and is about to start in Reception, we liaise with the nursery school 
to find out as much information as possible about your child’s needs. This will include any targets and
paperwork or agencies which might have been involved in supporting your child.

When your child moves from Year 6 to secondary school, Mrs Humphreys will ensure that all
information regarding your pupil’s special educational needs are passed on to the new school. Extra 
visits to the secondary school may be arranged or a transition book and/ or social story may be created 
along with a pupil passport, outlining the areas of strength and difficulty of the child. 

Transition

Return to the Start



The Academy Trust has a duty to ensure that the school adheres to the new Code of Practice
under the Children and Families Act 2014. This means that the trustees of the academy hold
the Headteacher, Mrs Williams and SENDCo, Mrs Humphreys to account.

One of the key responsibilities of the governing body is to make sure that the school’s policy for
children with Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) is published on the school’s
website. The information on the school website must be reviewed annually. The school also has
a responsibility to ensure that appropriate safeguarding procedures are in place for all pupils,
including those who have SEND. 

Please click the links below to view our policies:
• SEND Policy
• Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy
• Behaviour Procedures

Statutory Duties

Return to the Start
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Here are some of the things our pupils with SEN have to 
say about the support they receive in school:

Pupil Voice

My teacher 
helps to make 
me feel happy.

We use things 
like cubes to 

help with maths.

Return to the Start

Grown ups help 
me understand 

my learning. 

My teacher 
understands 

what helps me 
learn.

There are 
people in school 

I can talk to.

We use a visual 
timetable so I can 

see what is 
happening at 

school.

I have a 
fidget toy to 

help me 
concentrate. 



The purpose of the Local Offer is to provide clear and transparent 
information about the range of educational services and provision in the 
local area. 

Dudley’s Local Offer can be found on Dudley’s website or by clicking the 
link below. 

Here is a link for your information:
https://www.dudley.gov.uk/resident/localoffer/

The Local Offer

Return to the Start
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